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a b s t r a c t
Over the last half-century, anthropologists have employed the concept of ‘‘communities’’ as an interpretive framework. While many scholars have conceptualized the community as a territorial unit, it may be
more usefully viewed as a type of social network. As social networks, communities create patterned
relationships and interactions between their members, which can be reﬂected in various aspects of
material culture from landscape markers to similarities in the stylistic attributes of domestic artifact
assemblages. This article examines the nature and degree of interaction between the Early Postclassic
period archaeological sites of Moxviquil, Huitepec, and Yerba Buena in highland Chiapas, and the degree
to which the relationships between them constitute communities as social networks. Statistical measures
of homogeneity and boundedness are used to compare ceramic vessel attributes at these three sites, and
to identify patterns of exchange, emulation and distinction in ceramic assemblages. The results of the
analysis suggest high degrees of homogeneity in ceramic attributes between Jovel Valley sites, in contrast
with low degrees of homogeneity between the Jovel Valley sites and Yerba Buena. However, the results
also indicate a low degree of boundedness between these three sites, suggest low-intensity inter-valley
interaction between separate communities.
Ó 2014 Published by Elsevier Inc.

Introduction
Archaeological approaches to the study of ancient communities
have been burdened in recent years by the variation in the
meaning of ‘‘the community.’’ Like many other social scientists,
anthropological archaeologists often seek to identify social units
that transcend smaller social entities such as individuals and
households (Marcus, 2000:232). Contrasting notions of communities as spatial units versus social units have been observed in
anthropological, sociological and colloquial usages of this term
since the mid-20th century (Hollingshead, 1948). Territorial
approaches to ancient communities commonly view the community as the social equivalent of archaeologically deﬁned spatial
units within ancient settlement systems, while social network
approaches emphasize the community as a form of identity and/
or interaction. Archaeologists are only just beginning to take full
advantage of the potential of the concept of communities as social
networks in order to empirically examine the patterned social
relationships and interactions between community members from
a bottom-up perspective. As dynamic and ﬂexible social entities,
communities provide a useful concept for the archaeological
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investigation of social units that span territorial boundaries as
reﬂected in various aspects of material culture, from landscape
markers to the stylistic attributes of utilitarian objects.
This paper uses a bottom-up perspective on communities as
social networks to examine the degree of community-scale interaction between Early Postclassic period archaeological sites in
highland Chiapas. I compare ceramic assemblages from Moxviquil
and Huitepec, two Postclassic period sites located on opposite sides
of the Jovel Valley, to Yerba Buena, a more distant highland site
located 60 km to the southeast, near the Amantenango Valley. I
discuss style in material culture as a way of observing interaction
in the archaeological record, and suggest that statistical comparisons of homogeneity and boundedness between the stylistic attributes of utilitarian ceramic vessels can be used to examine the
scale and nature of interactions between different sites. Furthermore, social networks can vary in the degree to which spatial borders (whether features of the built or natural landscape) serve as
social boundaries. As such, variation in homogeneity and boundedness can be used to identify community boundaries, as well as
identify other types of relationships between different communities. An analysis of ceramic attributes at Moxviquil and Huitepec
suggest that the Jovel Valley served as a locus for social interaction
between separate settlements within a broader community, rather
than as a geographic barrier that represented a social boundary
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between rival groups. In contrast, the distance between the Jovel
Valley and Amatenango Valley hindered, but did not preclude
low-intensity interaction between the two areas.
Communities in theory, communities in practice
While there is a long history of studying communities in social
science research, the use of the term itself has often proved
problematic, due to conﬂicting meanings of ‘‘the community’’ in
both academic prose and popular usage. Academic works on communities inevitably contend with the tension between communities as social networks, and communities as spatial units. In
1948, Hollingshead acknowledged this tension by remarking that:
‘‘sociologists [and social anthropologists] are neither sure of
what they mean by such basic terms as ‘city,’ ‘community,’
‘neighborhood’ and ‘ecology,’ nor are they consistent with one
another in their usage. . .The term ‘community’ is deﬁned in
at least three different ways in current literature: 1. as a form
of group solidarity, cohesion, and action around common and
diverse interests; 2. as a geographic area with spatial limits;
or 3. a socio-geographic structure which combines the ideas
embodied in 1 and 2 (Hollingshead, 1948:145).
Little has changed since Hollingshead’s day; in many ways,
research on communities in anthropology, and particularly in
archaeology, is still plagued by conﬂicting deﬁnitions. However,
as Hollingshead (1948) observes, his second deﬁnition of community, as a ‘‘geographic area with spatial limits’’ renders the term
‘‘community’’ synonymous with other territorial units such as cities, villages, towns and neighborhoods, and therefore is of limited
anthropological (and sociological) utility. In contrast, ‘‘community’’
becomes an anthropologically useful term in discussing a social
group with ‘‘solidarity, cohesion, and action’’ (Hollingshead,
1948) while acknowledging that physical (or virtual) spaces are often important for the creation and maintenance of community
membership through frequent interaction.
Historically, many scholars have embraced Hollingshead’s second deﬁnition of communities, emphasizing the ‘‘community-asterritory’’ approach. Many mid-century sociological community
studies utilized this approach, in tandem with a more general
structural–functionalist approach to the study of society. For
example Murdock (1949:80) deﬁnes a community as ‘‘the maximal
group of persons who normally reside together in face-to-face
association’’ and argues that it may ‘‘assume the form of a village,
occupying a concentrated cluster of dwellings near the center of
the exploited territory, or of a neighborhood, with its families scattered in semi-isolated households.’’ As such, he argues that communities function to facilitate social interaction, allow for
cooperative food production activities, permit reciprocal aid and
sharing among members, and facilitate economic specialization
within the community. The community-as-territory approach has
been widely adopted in archaeological studies in conjunction with
regional settlement pattern studies (Marcus, 2000:232), such that
communities become synonymous with sites, villages, towns,
wards, neighborhoods, or districts (e.g. Lipe, 1970:86; Kolb and
Snead, 1997:615; Mehrer, 2000:45; Preucel, 2000:60). In Mesoamerican archaeology, this approach has been reinforced by the
colloquial use of the term comunidad (‘‘community’’) to refer to
rural villages and towns in modern Mesoamerican countries. A
community-as-territory approach also has some obvious beneﬁts
for archaeologists, as it allows for the creation of a methodological
equivalency between settlement pattern studies and studies of
communities in the archaeological record (Kolb and Snead,
1997). ‘‘The creation and maintenance of local identity is essentially rooted in economic practice and social reproduction, but is
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manifest in the manipulation of boundaries both physical and symbolic’’ (Kolb and Snead, 1997:611). As such, communities may
erect and maintain formal spatial boundaries as a way to signify
membership to both members and non-members (Kolb and Snead,
1997:613).
However, territorial boundaries may be symbolic rather than
physically marked, and may instead be established and maintained
through the use of informal landmarks or aspects of material culture. This creates methodological problems for community-as-territory approaches that rely on the identiﬁcation of physical
boundary objects. Furthermore, the reduction of communities to
spatial entities negates the usefulness of ‘‘the community’’ as an
analytical concept. Most archaeologically-deﬁned settlement units
often glossed as ‘‘communities’’ are archaeological sites interpreted as (and perhaps best described in terms of) various types
of sociopolitical units at the middle level of settlement between
households and regions such as urban barrios, districts, neighborhoods or suburbs; rural hamlets; villages or towns; fortresses;
provinces; or city-states (Flannery, 1976:8; Hare, 2000:79). The
conﬂation of ‘‘the community’’ with these other types of territorial
units results in the following: (1) it creates confusion between
scholars with different ideas on the size and nature of ancient communities; (2) it privileges scholarly deﬁnitions of ancient communities over communities as created and conceptualized by ancient
peoples; and (3) it deemphasizes the potential use of non-territorial aspects of material culture to mark community membership.
In particular, community-as-territory approaches do not allow
for a consideration of social groups that transcend territorial
boundaries, whether political boundaries imposed by a past or
present political authority, or site boundaries as imposed on the
material record by archaeologists. As such, the community-as-territory approach has signiﬁcant limitations in archaeological
contexts where sites are spatially proximate, but where the sociopolitical relationships between them are uncertain and cannot be
assumed.
An alternative approach to the study of communities is to study
communities as social networks. This approach favors
Hollingshead’s ﬁrst deﬁnition of community as ‘‘a form of group solidarity, cohesion, and action around common and diverse interests’’
(1948:145). All individuals exist within multifaceted social networks, and many different aspects of one’s identity can potentially
form the basis of community membership. Through the use of this
approach, community membership is deﬁned on the basis of actual
or perceived commonalities, but by deﬁning commonalities, community members often consist of individuals who exhibit a diverse
array of social identities in other ways (Barnes, 2011).
The community-as-social network approach allows for variation in the forms that a community may take, and acknowledges
the potential complexity of spatial and non-spatial networks of
social, political, and economic relations (Hare, 2000:79). It is true
that communities can be deﬁned through co-residence and can be
synonymous with small-scale residential, territorial, and/or
political units. However, communities may also include part-time
residents, emigrants who maintain contact and interaction with
other community members, and communities that include spatially disparate members who maintain contact through meetings, written or technological communication. Community
membership may be deﬁned or assigned on the basis of political
membership, or in order to solidify the boundaries of a particular
group for a political purpose (Preucel, 2000:58); however, community membership may also cross political boundaries. Similarly, community membership may be deﬁned on the basis of
other types of social identity: ethnicity, language, customs, age,
gender, religion, profession, or class (Barnes, 2011; Díaz-Andreu
and Lucy, 2005:10; Mancini et al., 2005:571). Notably, by emphasizing a particular commonality in order to create community
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identity, other social differences between members may be
deemphasized.
The community-as-social network approach emphasizes two
major components of community membership: identity and interaction. While both identity and interaction play a role in the creation and perpetuation of communities, many anthropologists
emphasize the role of one over the other. Many anthropologists
following an ‘‘Ideational approach’’ (Yaeger and Canuto, 2000:2)
see communities as symbolically constructed systems of values,
norms, and moral codes which provides a sense of identity with
a bounded whole to its members (Cohen, 1985:117). These
approaches consider community membership and the role of the
individual in a particular community to be forms of identity
(Yaeger and Canuto, 2000:2). As such, these approaches focus on
the role of community membership in creating symbolic social
boundaries and social distinctions between members and nonmembers, as individuals are incorporated into communities based
on shared or perceived commonalities; they exist in the minds of
their beholders (Cohen, 1985:3). Similarly, Pauketat (2000:35)
notes that communities must recognize and be recognized by their
members in some way, and that they represent part of identity-formation processes at local and regional scales.
Ideational approaches also highlight the variability in the
stability and durability of different communities. Such approaches
often see community as the product of ongoing social discourse
(Urban, 1996). Communities can be created, re-imagined, dissolved, and re-created, any of which may occur rapidly during
times of social turmoil or conﬂict, as afﬁliations break down,
and as settlements are abandoned or reestablished (Preucel,
2000:73). Community membership and identity can undergo
signiﬁcant changes over time as result of demographic shifts,
changing political structures, conﬂict, technological developments, or shifting trade networks.
‘‘Interactional Approaches’’ examine the ways that people
create communities through their relationships and interactions
(Yaeger and Canuto, 2000:3). This perspective has been heavily
inﬂuenced by practice theory approaches by Bourdieu (1977),
and emphasizes that the patterns in individual practice create
and recreate communities, shaping and shaped by interactions
between their members. Yaeger and Canuto (2000:3) deﬁne a community as ‘‘an ever-emergent social institution that generates and
is generated by supra-household interactions that are structured
and synchronized by a set of places within a particular span of
time’’ which requires frequent co-presence and/or co-residence
(Yaeger and Canuto, 2000:5). As such, the nature and duration of
interactions within and between community members, and also
between different communities, may shift over time. However,
not all types of interaction create community; instead, in order
to create community, interaction must be sustained, in a way that
it can be used as a source of identity and to either create a social
network or draw a social boundary.
Communities are only one of many possible types of interaction
networks; others include commercial exchange networks, trust
networks, political alliances, empires, formal organizations, corporate groups or kinship networks. These networks are not mutually
exclusive; for example, community social ties can be expressed
through similarities in tastes and consumption patterns in commercial goods (Bourdieu, 1984); empires can shape exchange networks through taxation and economic regulations (Smith and
Schreiber, 2005); political alliances may be based on real or ﬁctive
kinship ties, and may be solidiﬁed through gift exchange (Pohl,
2003) or commemorative monument-building (Munson and Macri,
2009). As in communities, members of trust networks (Tilly,
2010:272) or corporate groups (Hayden and Cannon, 1982), may
share traits such as religion or ethnicity, common language, trading
ties, work-generated solidarities, and shared tastes. However,

while a community may become synonymous with another type
of network, communities are distinctive type of network to degree
to which they foster homogeneity, solidarity and cohesion among
their members, and the degree to which they establish social
boundaries between members and non-members.

Identifying ancient communities
Archaeological investigations of ancient communities can productively utilize the community-as-social network approach to
identify and analyze ancient communities as the behaviors that
create them are manifested in the material record. Comparisons
of different aspects of material culture between different archaeological contexts (or aggregated contexts corresponding to sites/settlement units) can be used to analyze the nature and degree of
community-scale interaction. A consideration of communities as
social networks created by the sustained interaction of their members can be used to consider communities that transcend constructed barriers or archaeological site boundaries. This type of
study is particularly useful in contexts where sites are spatially
proximate, but are separated by geological or built features, and
where the relationship between them is uncertain and cannot be
assumed.
In this study, I suggest that communities-as-social networks
can be best understood by monitoring degrees of homogeneity
and boundedness in the interactions between members and nonmembers. Each of these two aspects of community interaction
can be considered to fall along a continuum of variation. The
degree of homogeneity (or heterogeneity) reﬂects the degree of
in-group cohesion and solidarity (Hollingshead, 1948:145),
whereas the degree of boundedness is an expression of the solidity
(or porosity) of social borders between groups. Both homogeneity
and boundedness result from acts of distinction (Bourdieu, 1984)
which communicate both ‘‘similarity to’’ and ‘‘difference from’’
by varying degrees; these acts are manifested in the daily interactions between individuals and the material world. Distinctions are
expressed through taste, style, lifeways, and activities; they are
manifested through technological choices in production, the consumption of speciﬁc kinds and styles of goods, through the built
environment, and all other acts of use and reuse (Bourdieu,
1984). Such distinctions constitute a series of acts of boundary
work (Nippert-Eng, 1996:7), which create, maintain and modify
communities as cultural categories. Different types of materials reﬂect different mechanisms for distinction-making that can be used
to draw social boundaries. Each type of data has its own inherent
biases; thus it is proﬁtable to compare multiple lines of evidence
to identify ancient communities.

Identifying spatial boundaries
Communities can vary in the degree to which social boundaries
are expressed as spatial boundaries; i.e. their degree of territoriality. Landscape modiﬁcations and investment in physical boundaries, and socially integrative facilities can be used to create
social cohesion among group members, and to serve as formal
symbols and signs of group membership for members and
non-members (Barth, 1969; Hodder, 1985; Kolb and Snead,
1997; Wobst, 1977). While community-as-territory approaches
too often conﬂate spatial boundaries and social units (Yaeger and
Canuto, 2000:4), there is utility in looking at the degree to which
physical features of the built and un-built landscape are used to
symbolize social boundaries (Rapoport, 1982). As such, boundary
features can be compared to artifact distributions to determine
the de facto porosity of physical boundaries.
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Community networks may vary in the degree to which they
have a territorial component. For example, Anderson (1991: 6–7)
draws a distinction between ‘‘local communities’’ that use spatial
locations, settlements, landscape features and territorial markers
to deﬁne community loci and boundaries (a similar concept of ‘‘local systems’’ is used by Stark et al., 1998), and ‘‘imagined communities’’ which lack intensive face-to-face interaction, but perceive
themselves to be bound by commonalities. In order to function
as communities-as-social networks (as characterized by cohesion,
solidarity, and collective action), imagined communities cannot
simply exist in the mind; they require some sort of interaction
and mutual acknowledgement of membership. However, as Anderson’s work highlights, it is important to note that both the degree
of face-to-face interaction and community cohesion may vary
along a continuum, even in prehistoric societies. While many communities in the ancient world were likely ‘‘local communities’’
based in neighborhoods or villages (Yaeger, 2000), various types
of non-territorial social networks have been historically
documented, including trust networks, merchants’ associations,
guilds, kinship networks, political ofﬁcialdom, and religious orders
(Blockmans, 2010; Curtin, 1984; Tilly, 2010). A common living
environment and frequent face-to-face interaction are two factors
that may promote community cohesion; however, ‘‘local’’ and
‘‘imagined’’ communities alike are bound by membership, interaction and perceived commonalities (Yaeger, 2000:126).
Where territoriality is an important aspect of community membership, ‘‘local community’’ members may choose to erect physical
boundary markers to formally locate a community in space or signify community ownership (Kolb and Snead, 1997:614; Rapoport,
1982). These may include: boundary walls or markers around the
community; the use of informal landmarks (trails, waterways,
roads, causeways) as boundaries; the creation of unoccupied buffer
zones; defensive hilltop settlement locations; the use of architecture such as buildings or staircases to restrict access to particular
areas of a site; or the use of formal or informal symbolic boundary
markers such as signs, petroglyphs, or religious shrines. Thus, the
presence of archaeologically visible boundary markers may indicate the importance of territorial afﬁliation as a prerequisite for
community membership. The degree to which such boundaries
were maintained or changed may indicate changes in the relative
importance of territoriality as an aspect of community membership, while the creation and destruction of such boundaries may
indicate the establishment or dissolution of communities, respectively (Kolb and Snead, 1997:615). It is important to recognize that
boundaries may have been made from either organic or inorganic
materials, and the materials selected from within a range of
options within a particular culturally deﬁned set of possibilities
may indicate the degree to which communities were considered
to be bounded, with durable and restricted membership, and the
degree to which community member labor and resources could
be mobilized (Rapoport, 1982).
However, built environments are only indicators of territoriality
to the degree that they are given social meanings as boundary
markers, and have a material effect on the nature and degree of
interaction across them. Built and un-build landscape features
can either promote or inhibit interaction and movement; for
example, roads, causeways, staircases and bridges can be used to
either foster interaction or serve as informal territorial markers
(Rapoport, 1982:170). Even formal, clearly delineated boundaries
may be porous in practice, or may be altered over time. Many cities
with clearly deﬁned walls exhibit settlement outside the formal
boundary walls that gradually drops off with increasing distance
from the center (Carter, 1976:304). At the Postclassic Mayan
archaeological site of Mayapán, for example, numerous households, public structures and production areas extend outside the
clearly demarcated city wall (Russell, 2008). Artifact assemblages
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from residences outside the wall reﬂect a signiﬁcant degree of
sustained interaction with their counterparts within the city walls,
suggesting that the physical boundary does not reﬂect a rigid social
or economic boundary between the two populations. Economic
exchange was regularly conducted across the fortiﬁed political
frontier between the Aztecs and the Tarascans in Late Postclassic
period West Mexico (Pollard and Smith, 2003). In modern-day
western Kenya, ceramic pots are regularly exchanged across
traditionally hostile political borders (Dietler and Herbich,
1998:248).
From a methodological standpoint, it is crucial to examine
degree to which landscape markers had a material effect on
interaction within and between settlements, rather than to assume
their effect a priori. Archaeological identiﬁcation of landscape
markers depends on a variety of factors, including the raw materials used to make them, and local preservation conditions; they
may be visible on the ground surface, or may be recovered through
excavation and/or remote sensing techniques. Statistical tests, such
as those described below, can be used to examine the spatial distribution of material items across built or unbuilt features, the degree
to which signiﬁcant differences exist between them, and to the
degree to which materials were exchanged across them.
Identifying social boundaries
The distinctions that deﬁne community membership are
frequently expressed through the styles and symbolism of the
goods and commodities used in daily life. These goods and commodities reﬂect social distinctions; decisions on which types of
commodities to make and use, and how to make and use them,
are manifested through acts of production, consumption, use,
reuse, and discard (Bourdieu, 1984). Interaction between community members as reﬂected in the material record may even contrast
with idealized narratives in written or oral traditions, or may span
spatial boundary features. An analysis of social boundaries that
examines the spatial distributions of various styles of goods can
form a useful counterpoint to lines of evidence from built environments and historical narratives.
Stylistic choices concerning which items to make, grow,
exchange, use, or eat are made by both producers and consumers,
who may or may not be the same individual(s). Extensive debates
in the archaeological literature over the last 40 years have concerned the meaning of style and the source of inter-group stylistic
boundedness; whether style results from: (1) Isochrestic style, i.e.
differences in habits and traditions among group members, resulting in different, but functionally equivalent items (Sackett, 1977,
1982:59, 1985, 1986, 1990); (2) Technological style, derived from
choices deliberately made by producers to achieve speciﬁc
mechanical and/or visual properties (Lechtman, 1977); or (3)
Iconological style, i.e. intentional stylistic differentiation made by
self-conscious producers or consumers, which are used as signs
and symbols of group membership (Wiessner, 1983, 1984,
1985:160, 1989, 1990; see also Wobst, 1977). Other factors and
behaviors inﬂuencing stylistic choices include (4) aesthetic tastes
as reﬂected in consumption preferences and purchasing decisions
(Bourdieu, 1977, 1984); (5) similarities in provisioning sources,
such as local specialists, marketplaces, shops or vendors (Hirth,
1998; Rice et al., 1998); and (6) similarities in household activity
sets (Schiffer, 1976).
Taken together, differences in style can be the result of choices
made at different levels of consciousness and intent, ranging from
purposeful signaling of information to feelings transmitted by
insinuation and can involve referents of varying degrees of speciﬁcity, from conscious messages of speciﬁc group afﬁliation to those
that are employed subconsciously, supporting but not directly
symbolizing social relations (Wiessner, 1985:161). Stylistic tastes
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and technological choices may also be strongly inﬂuenced by the
traditions and training that producers internalize as members of
social groups (Sackett, 1985:157), but also through the introduction of new stylistic innovations through new cultural encounters
(Lightfoot and Martinez, 1995:485). Similarly, previously ‘‘unconscious’’ stylistic traditions can become iconological in times of factional conﬂict (Sackett, 1985:158). While stylistic choices made by
producers may be executed with varying degrees of accuracy and
intentionality (Wiessner, 1985:161), the stylistic attributes of the
resulting objects can be invested with different types of signiﬁcance than they held for the producers (Lightfoot and Martinez,
1995:485). Furthermore, consumers may choose to modify and reuse the objects in a way that is unrelated to the initial producer’s
intent (Clark and Bryant, 1997; Schiffer, 1976, 1995; Sheets, 1975).
As Hodder (1990:45) argues, style is a relational property of acts
of doing (such as the production or consumption of objects), in
which individual events exist in repetitions and contrasts to other
events. Thus, each new act of production or consumption references previous acts, and can be considered an act of boundary
work (Nippert-Eng, 1996:7), and serves to create, maintain and
modify communities as cultural categories. However, as with national and ethnic identities, community identity, and by extension
the construction of community boundaries, is contingent and relational, and it is rare for entire populations to act as integrated
wholes (Lightfoot and Martinez, 1995:482). Material items can
become active symbols in negotiating identity (Lightfoot and
Martinez, 1995:485), and can serve purposes of hybridization as
well as boundary maintenance.
As many archaeologists have noted, social boundaries can be
established and maintained through a wide variety of material
goods that vary cross-culturally and intra-culturally (Bartlett and
McAnany, 2000; Lee and Hayden, 1988; Stark, 1998). These can include the production and consumption of goods and commodities,
the modiﬁcation of the body (e.g. hairstyles, piercings, tattoos,
etc.), the preparation and consumption of foods, the construction
and repair of houses, and the communication of information
(Lightfoot and Martinez, 1995:482; Stark, 1999:42). Furthermore,
the types of material items that are used in boundary work vary
by local cultural context; for example Hodder’s (1982) ethnoarchaeological studies around Lake Baringo in Kenya suggest that
certain types of material culture conformed to ethnic or tribal
boundaries, while others cross-cut them (Hodder, 1982).
Archaeologists generally agree that material culture reﬂects social groups; however there has been considerable debate over the
appropriate methodological approaches for identifying social
boundaries in the archaeological record. While archaeologists since
Bordes (1973; Bourdes and Sonneville-Bourdes, 1970) have used
differences in stylistic attributes to identify different ethnic groups
(e.g. Marcus and Flannery, 1994; Wiessner, 1983), this approach
has been subject to criticism, beginning with Binford (1973;
Binford and Binford, 1966) who argued that differences in lithic
tools could represent alternative complexes of site activities
carried out by a single cultural (‘‘ethnic’’) population. Stark
(1999:26, citing Dietler and Herbich, 1989, 1998; Hegmon, 1992;
Hodder, 1979; Stark, 1995) argues that stylistic variability is a
ﬁckle signature of group membership, because in traditional societies, stylistic expressions vary according to particular media (e.g.
ceramics, textiles, baskets, houses walls) on which stylistic information is inscribed, the level of antagonism and interaction between neighboring groups, economic conditions in a local area,
and (perhaps) the sociopolitical structure of the society. Others,
such as MacEachern (1998) argue that ‘‘ethnicity’’ is a highly
contested and problematic modern concept that eludes translation
into archaeological terms, particularly in non-state societies. However, archaeologists continue to rely on quantitative analysis of
patterning in material culture to draw analogies between prehis-

toric social units and archaeologically-derived spatial units such
as pueblo rooms and sites (e.g. Fry, 2003, 2013; Longacre, 1964,
1970; Plog, 1976; Stark, 1999; Tuggle, 1970). As such, it is critical
to continue to advance methodological approaches that provide
tools for the analysis of social groups as networks, including
communities.
Following Hayden (in Lee and Hayden, 1988:97), I argue that
homogeneity and boundedness are particularly useful for identifying communities in the archaeological record. Homogeneity and
boundedness are two different properties of the relationship between two social units as nodes in a social network, and can be
used to analyze the nature and degree of interaction between
them. Social units analyzed in this way can include rooms/room
blocks, houses, apartments, blocks, or sites, depending on the scale
and size of the social network to be analyzed. For example, the
relationship between two social units can vary along a continuum
from highly homogeneous to highly heterogeneous, as reﬂected in
varying degrees of similarity and dissimilarity in their material culture. Similarity in material culture suggests a high degree of homogeneity between social units in terms of tastes, lifeways, and
producer/consumer decisions. A particularly high degree of homogeneity between social units in multiple aspects of material culture
may suggest a strongly cohesive and tight-knit community that
spans multiple social units. Intermediate values reﬂecting a low
degree of similarity may reﬂect a relatively low degree of emulation or exchange between social units, in which tastes, lifeways
and producer/consumer decisions are shaped by multiple, different
social inﬂuences. A high degree of heterogeneity between social
units may suggest the existence of multiple, separate communities.
It is important to note that both extremes of complete homogeneity and complete heterogeneity are rare in archaeological contexts,
due to the fact that deposits often contain may contain artifacts
accumulated over many years and/or generations, and are subject
to post-depositional processes.
The relationship between two social units can also vary along a
continuum from highly bounded to highly porous. Unlike homogeneity, which refers to the degree of similarity between social units,
boundedness refers to the degree of contrast between social units,
and the degree to which particular attributes of material culture
are mutually exclusive to speciﬁc social units. Highly bounded
items and practices may thus serve as formal markers and symbols
of community membership. In contrast, a high degree of porosity
may suggest that products, processes and ideas are accessible to
multiple social units, thus traversing social boundaries, although
the nature and frequency of their use may still differ signiﬁcantly
between social units.
The different types of relationships between social units can be
conceptualized using a 2  2 table in which homogeneity and

Boundedness (Cramer's V)
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Bounded,
Heterogeneous

Bounded,
Homogeneous

Porous,
Heterogeneous

Porous,
Homogeneous

Homogeneity (Brainerd-Robinson)
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of variation in homogeneity and boundedness,
with associated statistical measures.
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boundedness vary along independent continua of variation (Fig. 1).
For example, social units with very high degrees of both homogeneity and porosity may be characterized as members of a single,
uniﬁed community. In this case, stylistic attributes in the assemblages of the two social units will be quite similar, and there will
be a weak association between an individual social unit and particular items or stylistic attributes. Social units may also display a
high degree of heterogeneity and a high degree of porosity; this
pattern may emerge if independent social units are connected by
weak relationships, such as long-distance trade. In this situation,
the two social units may share some items and/or stylistic attributes in common, but the representation of these attributes will
be quite different at each social unit, resulting in a weak association between an individual social unit and particular attributes.
Alternatively, social units may have a high degree of homogeneity
but also a high degree of boundedness; this might occur in situations where a former community becomes balkanized or fragmented. In this case, stylistic attributes in the assemblages of the
two social units will reﬂect broad similarities, but there will also
be a strong association between an individual social unit and particular stylistic attributes. Finally, social units may display a high
degree of homogeneity and a high degree of boundedness; this
could occur in cases of mutually exclusive communities with little
interaction, such as political enemies or marginalized ethnic
groups. In this situation, stylistic attributes in the assemblages of
the two social units will be very different, and there will be a very
strong association between an individual social unit and particular
attributes, to the point that they are mostly or entirely mutually
exclusive.
High degrees of heterogeneity and boundedness within large
settlements have long been used to identify ethnic groups, particularly ethnic neighborhoods and barrios, in the archaeological
record (Stark, 1999). Such neighborhoods and barrios are often
attributed to ethnic diasporas. For example, some areas of the
Classic period (AD 100–650) archaeological site of Teotihuacan in
Central Mexico have been described as ethnic neighborhoods or
barrios (Manzanilla, 1996, 2012; Spence, 2005), with material culture that contrasts sharply with other apartment complexes
throughout the city. The identiﬁcation of these possible ethnic
enclaves, which include the ‘‘Oaxacan barrio’’ on the western edge
of the city, and the Merchants Barrio, have been identiﬁed on the
basis of material culture (pottery, burial practices, mica, slate,
and marine shells) that shows strong similarities to material culture found in the Gulf Coast, Oaxaca and the Maya area, as well
as non-local raw materials that are considered to be directly
imported from these other areas. Recent strontium isotope analyses have conﬁrmed that individuals born in these distant regions
moved to the city over their lifetimes, and were ultimately interred
there (Manzanilla, 2007:458; Price et al., 2000).
Relationships between social units that reﬂect high degrees of
heterogeneity and boundedness can also mark political boundaries
or delineate local exchange spheres, even in cases where the two
groups are considered to be part of a single ethnic group. For example, Golden et al. (2008:262) observe that Piedras Negras and
Yaxchilan, which were two neighboring Classic period Maya polities, had stylistic traditions that signiﬁcantly diverged across multiple classes of material culture, and thus were used to sharply
delineate political boundaries and to determine the afﬁliations of
hinterland sites located between the two political centers. Strong
stylistic boundedness was observed in: polychrome ceramic decorative technologies; public architecture; and mortuary patterns,
including the locations of tombs, the types of items included as
funerary offerings, and the presence or absences of ritual traditions, such as the placement of a ceramic vessel over the face of
the deceased. The highly deﬁned stylistic boundaries between
individual sites suggest that material culture was explicitly used
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to signal sociopolitical identity and afﬁliation along a contested
political border (Golden et al., 2008:266). Notably, this border also
reﬂected formalized territorial divisions such as stone wall fortiﬁcations, ditch-and-berm features, and/or defensive settlement
locations at ﬁve of the smaller settlements located in the contested
territory between Piedras Negras and Yaxchilan (Golden et al.,
2008:265).
Statistical methods
Statistical methods provide a way to quantitatively assess the
relative degree of homogeneity and boundedness among ancient
social units. Homogeneity (and heterogeneity) can be analyzed
through measures of relative similarity and difference between
assemblages, such as the Brainerd–Robinson Coefﬁcient. The Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcient is a distance measure that was developed
by Robinson (1951) and Brainerd (1951) with the goal of comparing archaeological assemblages in terms of the proportions of artifact types or other categorical data. Because the Brainerd–Robinson
coefﬁcient provides an indexical measure of the degree of similarity between pairs of assemblages, the measure has been widely applied in archaeology; ﬁrst used to analyze temporal relationships
between archaeological strata (e.g. Brainerd, 1951; Shuchat,
1984; DeBoer et al., 1996), it has more recently been applied to
synchronic analyses of craft production (Huntley, 2004) and market exchange (e.g. Garraty, 2009; Minc, 1994). The coefﬁcient is
calculated as the sum of the absolute value of the differences in
categorical type percentages between two assemblages, subtracted
from 200 (DeBoer et al., 1996).

S ¼ 200 

p
X
jpik  pjk j
k¼1

where for all variables (k), P is the total percentage in assemblages i
and j. This provides an index of similarity, where a coefﬁcient of 200
indicates no difference between assemblages across a particular set
of attributes (identical proportions of categorical variables considered), while a value of 0 indicates that they are entirely dissimilar.
By way of broad categorization, I consider values 200–150 to be
‘‘highly similar,’’ 149–100 to be ‘‘similar,’’ 99–50 to be ‘‘dissimilar,’’
49–0 to be ‘‘highly dissimilar.’’ however, it is also important to consider relative degrees of similarity across the entire sample of social
units.
As with all statistical measures, conﬁdence intervals provide the
probability that an observed value is statistically signiﬁcant. A
bootstrap resampling procedure developed by DeBoer et al.
(1996) and advanced by Peeples (2011), uses count data to calculate the probabilities of obtaining a coefﬁcient value less than or
equal to the actual value by chance for every pairwise comparison.
The bootstrap procedure can be calculated in R (2012) using a
script written by Peeples (2011), and draws a speciﬁed number
of random samples (with replacement), based on the actual number of samples in each two-way comparison, from a population
with proportions deﬁned by the actual number of samples in each
category for all samples (Peeples, 2011). The p values generated by
the bootstrap randomization procedure reﬂect the probability that
an observed group difference may be due to sampling error; a p value of 0.005 means that in only 5 out of 1000 random runs was a
Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcient less than or equal to the observed
value obtained; such as low probability suggests that the differences between the sites being compared are extremely unlikely
to have been the result of chance or sampling error (Peeples, 2011).
By comparison, the degree of boundedness (and porosity) between two social units can be measured using Cramér’s V, which
is a measure of association between categorical variables, based
on a standardization of Pearson’s Chi-squared (Drennan, 1996;
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Shennan, 1997). Both Pearson’s Chi-squared and Cramér’s V can
be calculated using the R statistical package (2012; using the
chisq.test function for Pearson’s Chi-squared, Jenset, 2009 for
Cramér’s V). Pearson’s Chi-squared determines whether the two
categories (in this case, archaeological sites) are independent of
each other, by comparing the observed proportions of ceramic
types/forms/styles from each site to the expected proportions;
Cramér’s V standardizes this value for the given sample size
(Drennan, 1996:189; Shennan, 1997:111, 116). Thus, Cramér’s V
provides an indexical measure of the association between two categorical variables, and the degree to which knowing the independent variable (e.g. an attribute) enables the prediction of the
dependent variable (e.g. a social group). Cramér’s V varies from
0.0 (no association) to 1.0 (perfect association); thus values near
0.0 indicate a high degree of porosity (in which attributes are
equally associated with multiple social units) and values near 1.0
indicate a high degree of boundedness (in which attributes are
mutually exclusive to particular social units; see Table 1). The p
values derived from the chi-squared test calculates the probability
that one could select two samples with proportions as different as
these if the two social units did not really differ in regard to their
proportions of attributes (Drennan, 1996:189). Notably, p values
generated by Pearson’s Chi-squared do not reﬂect the strength of
a relationship; they simply reﬂect the probability that a particular
relationship exists (Shennan, 1997:113); Cramér’s V is needed to
provide a measure of the association between the variables (Shennan, 1997:115).
Statistical measures of homogeneity/heterogeneity have also
been applied to household assemblages to identify market-based
economic provisioning networks, and to determine their spatial
extent (Garraty, 2009; Hirth, 1998). This may seem contradictory
because commercial exchange negates the necessity of close social
relationships between buyers and sellers, due to the use of media
of exchange and standards of value to establish prices and the
prominence of entrepreneurial institutions such as money, marketplaces, credit and banking (Hirth, 1998). However, in societies
where market exchange is the dominant mechanism for household
provisioning, local market centers may serve are a mechanism for
fostering regular interaction among nearby residents, and the public spaces that host marketplaces may also serve to host other
events that foster solidarity and cohesion among these individuals
(Freidel, 1981; Smith, 1974:188). Through commercial exchange,
the distributions of highly desirable goods can potentially crosscut political territories and ethnic groups, including traditionally
hostile borders (Dietler and Herbich, 1998:254).
Speciﬁc patterns of intra- and inter-site heterogeneity may also
result from certain types of economic provisioning networks (Garraty, 2009:158). A high degree of heterogeneity within ancient settlements, speciﬁcally the restriction of high-value commodities to
civic-ceremonial contexts and elite residences, can suggest elite
control over the consumption of prestige goods, and the use of
such goods to deﬁne class or caste boundaries (Hirth, 1998:456).
Sumptuary laws regulate the distribution of symbolic expressions
(such as clothing and materials) in a way that rigorously expands
and reinforces social hierarchies and differences rather than social

Table 1
Levels of association for Cramér’s V values (after Rea and Parker, 1992: Table 10.5).
Cramér’s V

Level of association

0 to under 0.10
0.10 to under 0.20
0.20 to under 0.40
0.40 to under 0.60
0.60 to under 0.80
0.80 to 1.00

No association
Weak association
Moderate association
Relatively strong association
Strong association
Very strong association

cohesion (Bourdieu, 1977:51). Similarly, long-distance imports or
highly elaborated items may be very expensive, and may thus
not be within the procurement abilities of most households (Hirth,
1998:459); thus, such items would reinforce differences in wealth
and privilege between community members rather than signifying
solidarity and cohesion. At the regional scale, a high degree of heterogeneity in consumption patterns between sites may indicate
participation in separate market networks (e.g. Rice et al.,
1998:129), which would also minimize opportunities for marketcentered social interaction. Intra-settlement heterogeneity may
also indicate the presence of ‘‘specialized centers,’’ such that individual settlements in a region specialize in the production of speciﬁc items (Iannone and Connell, 2003; Paris et al., 2014;
Scarborough and Valdez, 2009); in this case, evidence for specialized production activities should be associated with these settlements. At their most formal, ‘‘producer communities’’ may
develop into formal organizations such as guilds and professional
organizations (Blockmans, 2010).
Inferring community-scale interaction in Early Postclassic
period highland Chiapas
Below, I analyze the nature and degree of community-scale
interaction between Early Postclassic settlements in highland
Chiapas: Moxviquil and Huitepec, located on opposite sides of
the Jovel Valley, and Yerba Buena near the Amatenango Valley.
Statistical methods are used to measure homogeneity and boundedness of ceramic vessel attributes between these sites. These
measures are used to infer the degree to which they can be considered part of a single community or separate communities. Before
presenting the results, I ﬁrst describe the Central Plateau of
highland Chiapas, and the sites of Moxviquil, Huitepec, and Yerba
Buena. I also comment on ethnohistorical evidence from Colonial
period sources which describe sociopolitical organization in highland Chiapas at Spanish contact.
The Central Plateau of highland Chiapas
The Jovel Valley and Amatenango Valley both lie near the western frontier of the Maya region in close proximity to several different climatic, geographic, and cultural zones. Both valleys are
located in the Central Plateau of highland Chiapas, in the cool
climatic region known locally as tierra fria, and both are characterized by high altitudes, cold temperatures, and pine–oak forest. This
region contrasts with the warmer and more tropical environments
found in the surrounding regions, including the Comitán Plateau
and the Upper Grijalva River Valley to the southeast; the Ixtapa
Valley to the west, and the Central Depression to the south and
west (Bryant, 1988). To the north and northeast, the highlands
gradually give way to hot, swampy lowlands of the Gulf Coast of
Tabasco and the tropical lowlands of the Usumacinta River Valley
(Bryant, 1988: 1; Piña Chan and Navarrete, 1967).
The Jovel Valley lies at one of the highest points in the Central
Plateau at an altitude of 2140 m, and is the location of the city of
San Cristóbal de las Casas (Fig. 2). Archaeological projects by
Adams (1961), Blom (1952a, 1952b, 1953a, 1953b, 1953c, 1954,
1958; Blom and Weiant, 1954; Weiant, 1952, 1953, 1954a,
1954b), Culbert (1965), McVicker (1974) and Lee (1985) revealed
a number of sites in the Jovel Valley, many of them dating to the
Early Postclassic period (AD 1000–1250; Fig. 3). Many of these sites
sit atop the limestone hills and escarpments that surround the valley on all sides, as well as the Volcán de Huitepec that dominates
the southwestern skyline of the valley as an extinct volcanic cone
created through the movement of a geological ‘‘hot spot’’ (Aubry,
2008). The monumental center of Moxviquil lies on the apex and
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Fig. 2. Map of the Central Highlands of Chiapas, showing the locations of Moxviquil, Huitepec, Yerba Buena and other selected sites.

Fig. 3. Map of the Jovel Valley showing the locations of archaeological sites mentioned in the text.

northern slope of one of the tall limestone hilltops on the north
side of the valley (Blom and Weiant, 1954), while surrounding residential areas are located in a 5 km2 area on the hilltops to the
north and west of the monumental center (Fig. 3; see also Paris,
2012). The monumental zone itself has a small elite residential
Upper Plaza at the apex of the hill, a larger Main Plaza in the saddle
surrounded by temples and a large I-shaped ballcourt, connected

by a large monumental staircase and series of residential masonry
terraces (described in detail in Paris et al., 2014). Outlying areas
were characterized by residential structures or small groups of
residential structures, located on the apices, ridge tops, and
midslope terraces of the hills and ridges to the north and west of
the monumental center. Ceramics in the Moxviquil monumental
center dated to the Late Classic and Early Postclassic, while
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Table 2
Ceramics from Moxviquil, Huitepec and Yerba Buena by Type: Variety. Ceramics from Moxviquil (residential) and Huitepec were excavated by Paris (2012); ceramics from the
Moxviquil Monumental Center were excavated by Blom and Weiant (1954; see also Paris, 2012); and ceramics from Yerba Buena were excavated by Bryant (1988).
Type
Late Preclassic/Early Classic
Campana Red: Campana Variety
Las Rosas White: Las Rosas Variety
Undesignated Matte Red
Pedregal Splotchy: Variety Unspeciﬁed
Palek Polychrome: Palek Variety
Soyatitan Ceramic Group or Tortuga Polychrome
Soyatitan Polychrome: Soyatitan Variety
San Sebastian Fine: San Sebastian Variety
Undesignated Incised Brown-and-Orange
Undesignated Incised Black-and-Brown
Undesignated Polished Orange
Undesignated Black-and-Brown
Undesignated Red-on-Orange
Late Preclassic/Early Classic total
Late Classic
Balancan Fine Orange
Batzi Specular-red-on-unslipped: Batzi Variety
Chanal Modeled-carved: Chanal Variety
Chax Modeled: Chax Variety
Ixtapa Orange: Ixtapa Variety
Los Cocos Polychrome: Los Cocos Variety
Matamoros Coarse: Matamoros Variety
Moxviquil Black: Moxviquil Variety
Pizarrón Black: Pizarrón Variety
Provincia Plano-Relief: Variety Unspeciﬁed
Pues Pseudo-glyph: Pues local imitation?
Pues Pseudo-glyph: Pues Variety
Tasajo Red: Tasajo Variety
Tortuga Red-on-buff: Tortuga Variety
Undesignated Brown Slipped A
Undesignated Gouged-Incised Dichrome
Undesignated Impressed Fillet A
Undesignated Impressed Fillet B
Undesignated Red-on-Unslipped
Xuma Red: Xuma Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: Fillet Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: Pajuil Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: Polychrome Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: Red-on-Orange Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: Red-on-White Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: San Nicholas Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: Yerba Buena Variety
Late Classic total
Late Classic/Early Postclassic
Ixtapa Fine: Ixtapa Variety or Provincia Plano-relief: Variety Unspeciﬁed
Undesignated Red Slipped
Pinar Fine: Pinar Variety or Yerba Buena Fine: San Cristobal Variety
Xuma Red: Unslipped Variety
Yerba Buena Fine: San Cristobal Variety
Late Classic/Early Postclassic total
Early Postclassic
Bashoc Ridged: Bashoc Variety
Cerrillo Fine: Cerrillo Variety
Huitepec Red: Huitepec Variety
Ixtapa Fine: Buff Variety
Ixtapa Fine Orange: Ixtapa Variety
Peje Unslipped: Peje Variety
Pinar Fine: Las Piedrecitas Variety
Pinar Fine: Pinar Variety
San Gregorio Coarse: San Gregorio Variety
San Gregorio Coarse: Unspeciﬁed Variety
Silho Fine Orange
Thin Gray Ware
Tohil Plumbate
Tzaconeja Red: Tzaconeja Variety
Viejo Black: Viejo Variety
Early Postclassic total
Late Postclassic
Ecatepec Red: Ecatepec Variety

Huitepec

0

0.00%

Moxviquil
(residential)

0

1

0.01%

1

0.01%

2

0

0.00%

0.00%

9
13

0.01%

0.05%
0.07%

Moxviquil Monumental
Center

1
1
5
14

0.09%
0.09%
0.46%
1.28%

21

1.92%

7
1
20
1
4
1

0.64%
0.09%
1.83%
0.09%
0.37%
0.09%

166
1
22
4
18
1
4

15.19%
0.09%
2.01%
0.37%
1.65%
0.09%
0.37%

10
3
41
3
3
14
27
351

0.91%
0.27%
3.75%
0.27%
0.27%
1.28%
2.47%
32.10%

54

4.94%

75

6.86%

1
130

0.09%
11.90%

15
6
4
15
1
30
138
149

1.37%
0.55%
0.37%
1.37%
0.09%
2.74%
12.67%
13.63%

12
1
7
4

1.10%
0.09%
0.64%
0.37%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

59
5
1014

0.33%
0.03%
5.73%

6
311
1495

0.03%
1.76%
8.46%

38
1
4
513
1188

0.21%
0.01%
0.02%
2.91%
6.72%

532
5
2
5782
4943

3.01%
0.03%
0.01%
32.69%
27.95%

1

0.01%

1

0.01%

150
2973

0.85%
16.81%

82
13,159

0.46%
74.39%

382

34.99%

12

0.07%

2

0.18%

Yerba Buena House
1
32
55
26
34

0.95%
1.63%
0.77%
1.01%

72
12
5
3
6
4
249

2.13%
0.35%
0.15%
0.09%
0.18%
0.12%
7.36%

1078

31.87%

476

14.07%

43
2
4
6
3
104
8

1.27%
0.06%
0.12%
0.18%
0.09%
3.08%
0.24%

7

0.21%

53
475
197
2456

1.57%
14.04%
5.82%
72.62%

3

0.09%

141

4.17%

144

4.26%

334
39

9.88%
1.15%

6
379

0.18%
11.21%
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Table 2 (continued)
Type

Huitepec

Moxviquil
(residential)

Moxviquil Monumental
Center

Yerba Buena House
1

Huistán Hard: Huistán Variety
La Hermita Coarse: Conchita Variety
La Hermita Coarse: La Hermita Variety
Tol Polychrome: Tol Variety
Late Postclassic total
Colonial
Abò Polychrome: Abò Variety
C-12
Domingo Red: Domingo Variety
Dulzura Red: Dulzura Variety
Forest Green on Cream: Forest Variety
Ichtucknee Polychrome: Ichtucknee Variety
Iglesia Polychrome: Iglesia Variety
Paciﬁco Blue on Grey: Paciﬁco Variety
Roof tile
Vega Green-on-Unglazed: Brown Paste Variety
Yerba Green-on-Grey: Yerba Variety
Colonial total

3
10
157

0.02%
0.06%
0.89%

0.09%
0.18%
3.75%

4

0.12%

0.96%

0.01%
0.33%
3.16%
0.08%
3.66%

1
2
41

170

1
58
559
15
645

46

4.21%

4

0.12%

2
18
23
1
12
1
1
2
84
6
2
152

0.01%
0.10%
0.13%
0.01%
0.07%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.47%
0.03%
0.01%
0.90%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

335
174
509
14,478

1.88%
0.95%
2.83%
81.84%

162

14.77%

150

4.44%

162
1092

14.77%
100%

150
3382

4.44%
100.00%

Undesignated/Unidentiﬁed
Undesignated/Unidentiﬁed (likely pre-Hispanic)
Undesignated/Unidentiﬁed (likely Colonial)
Undesignated/Unidentiﬁed total
Grand total

4

0.02%

4

0.02%

32

0.18%

32
3179

0.18%
17.97%

outlying residential areas date almost entirely to the Early Postclassic period (Table 2; see also Paris, 2012). Across the valley to
the southwest, the site of Huitepec consists of small residential
structures scattered along the limestone ridges surrounding the
extinct volcanic cone, and dates almost entirely to the Early
Postclassic period (Table 2; see also Paris, 2012).
Other Postclassic period sites in the Jovel Valley include Ecatepec, CV-44, CV-38, and La Hermita (Fig. 3). Just east of Huitepec,
the site of Ecatepec sits atop a tall limestone ridge, with a small
ridge top civic-ceremonial center, masonry tombs with rich
offerings and a ballcourt at the base of the ridge on the valley ﬂoor,
dating to both the Late Classic and Early Postclassic periods
(Adams, 1961; Culbert, 1965). To the west of the ballcourt were
two small Late Postclassic period sites, CV-44 and CV-38, located
at the base of Cerro Ecatepec (Culbert, 1965). La Hermita sits atop
a limestone hilltop on the eastern edge of the valley, its single public structure (a small shrine) suggesting that it was a lower-ranked
settlement with fewer elites; much of its occupation dates to the
Late Postclassic period (Culbert, 1965; although it also has an earlier Formative period component (Lee, 1985)). However, previous
research has not clariﬁed the degree of interaction between sites
within the Jovel Valley, nor their relationships with other settlements in highland Chiapas.
The Jovel Valley may have experienced a signiﬁcant shift in
political organization and demographics from the Early Postclassic
period to the Late Postclassic period. Based on their archaeological
survey data, Adams (1961:352–9) and Culbert (1965:87) argue
that there was a trend towards larger, more complex and more
powerful political units during this transitional period. While
various investigators have proposed that either Moxviquil (Calnek,
1962) or Ecatepec (Blom, 1958) was the site of Chamula at the time
of Spanish Contact, my own investigations of Moxviquil and Huitepec suggest that the population at the Jovel Valley sites of Moxviquil and Huitepec both dropped signiﬁcantly in the Late Postclassic
(Table 2). Few diagnostic ceramics from the outlying residential
areas of both Moxviquil and Huitepec date to the Late Postclassic
(less than 5% of the total assemblage), a pattern also observed at
the Moxviquil monumental center (Paris, 2012:238). This suggests
that the Early Postclassic period was one of sweeping changes in
Jovel Valley settlement patterns and sociopolitical networks.

An analysis of natural and built landscapes reveals ambivalent
evidence for the nature of the relationship between Moxviquil
and Huitepec. At both sites, monumental architecture and residential areas were all concentrated on hilltop areas and broad intermountain terraces, and were located on areas that contained
artiﬁcial earthen or limestone rubble terraces (Paris, 2012). The
concentration of settlement on hilltops and ridge tops during the
Early Postclassic period could be interpreted as a concern with
defensibility, as originally argued by Adams (1961). The steepness
of the masonry terraces at the Moxviquil monumental center and
the presence of only a single access point to the hill apex, on the
northern side of the hill slope, would have been a deterrent for
any invading force, particularly for those arriving from the Jovel
Valley ﬂoor. It should be noted that the outlying residential areas
lack steep masonry terraces, and instead have shallow masonry
terraces or earthen terraces, although unmodiﬁed natural karst terrain is quite steep on many hill slopes. No traces of fortiﬁcation
walls were observed in the study area, although this does not preclude the possibility of wooden palisades not recovered through
shovel test excavations.
By comparison, the Amatenango Valley lies in the southwest
half of the Central Plateau of highland Chiapas, approximately
60 km to the southeast of the Jovel Valley. Yerba Buena lies just
to the southeast of the valley; like Moxviquil, the site contains a
principal monumental center located on a high, defensible clifftop at 2400 m, with shrines, an I-shaped ball court, and several plazas. The monumental center is surrounded by extensive residential
terraces and three smaller civic-ceremonial platforms on a series of
limestone hilltops, ridge tops, and intervening valleys to its south
and east (Bryant, 1988:7). Settlement at the monumental center
of the site began in the Early Classic, and expanded during the Late
Classic and Early Postclassic periods (Table 2; see also Bryant,
1988; Culbert, 1965). As at Moxviquil, masonry terraces may have
served to focus the movement of individuals throughout the site,
although no traces of fortiﬁcation walls were observed in the study
area. The nature and degree of interaction between Yerba Buena
and Jovel Valley sites has never been systematically explored,
although previous researchers have noted broad similarities between architectural inventories (Bryant, 1988:5; see also Paris
et al., 2014) and ceramic types (Culbert, 1965).
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Spanish Contact period documents and dictionaries suggest that
the pre-Hispanic residents of highland Chiapas were part of complex social, political and economic networks within and beyond
territorial units at varying scales. Its inhabitants held political
afﬁliations at multiple scales, land-ownership and communal labor
obligations, class status, specialized occupations, ethnic
afﬁliations, lineage memberships, and household residence
(Calnek, 1988:29). At Spanish Contact, highland Chiapas contained
at least ﬁve independent Tzotzil-speaking polities, bounded by an
indeterminate number of Zoque-speaking polities to the west, with
a war-like Chiapanec conquest state to the southwest, and a number of small Tzeltal-speaking polities to the east. The Spanish described these independent political territories as provincias,
consisting of a cabecera (one large town, or two or three closely
associated towns) which controlled subject pueblos and parajes
(Calnek, 1988:29). Each provincia was said to control a deﬁnite territory, which was spatially delineated and marked off from its
neighbors by commonly accepted mojones (natural landmarks used
as territorial boundary markers). The Ara Dictionary from the midsixteenth century, a Tzeltal-Spanish dictionary from the eastern
highland cabecera of Copanaguastla, includes the terms muvul
lum and muculghculegh for a city or large town (translated as ciudad, poblacion grande) and tinanatic for a suburb, the outskirts, gate
and entrance to a town (translated as arrabal, puerta del pueblo y la
entrada; Ruz, 1988; see Table 3). Larger cabeceras and pueblos were
often fortiﬁed, while smaller parajes were not (Godoy, 1946
[1858]:467). Díaz del Castillo (1960 [1568]:575–576) mentions
that the cabecera of Chamula consisted of 400 houses, while the
satellite centers had 100–200 houses each; Calnek (1988:32) estimates 2000 residents in the cabecera and 500 or 1000 residents in
each of the subject towns. Under this deﬁnition, cabeceras, pueblos
and parajes could all have conceivably formed a territorial basis for
a ‘‘local community.’’
Ethnohistorical records suggest that political afﬁliation may
have strongly dictated the rights and obligations of community
members to land and resources. Lands may have been owned
and/or defended by the community as a whole (AGG Chiapas.
A145-8-2029-292, A1.45-6-2027-292; cited in Calnek, 1988:17).
Entries in the Ara Dictionary of Copanaguastla (Table 3) suggest
that membership and access to land may have required communal
labor, including the obligation of members to farm communal corn
ﬁelds (patan cal, deriving from patan (tax). Thus, tending to community corn ﬁelds likely functioned as a form of labor tax. Calnek
also suggests that some members of the nobility may have held
some private lands, which were worked by commoners on their
behalf (Calnek, 1988:18). In contrast, cabeceras may have controlled access to particular resources, including salt, cacao and cotton in the case of Zinacantan, and cabeceras may have demanded
tribute from subordinate pueblos and parajes in return for use of
these resources, and also for military protection (Calnek, 1988:17).
The historical boundaries of the territories controlled by different cabeceras at the time of Spanish contact remain unknown
(Vogt, 1973:102). Vogt argues that the ceremonial center of
Zinacantan was located more or less where it is today (Vogt,
1973:102). The account of Bernal Díaz del Castillo suggests that
the Zinacantanecos cooperated with the incursions of the military
force commanded by Diego de Mazariegos that invaded highland
Chiapas in AD 1524, and that they put up little initial resistance
to Spanish presence and rule (Díaz del Castillo, 1960[1568]). He
suggests that they may have controlled more territory beyond
the current municipal boundaries (Vogt, 1973:102), and others
have suggested that Zinacantan controlled, or was attempting to
control, the salt wells at Ixtapa (McVicker, 1969). Zinacantan was
also well-known in pre-Hispanic Mesoamerica as a town of merchants, who specialized in commercial exchange of salt and luxury
goods (Ximénez, 1929-1931:I:360). In contrast, Chamula is

described as a hilltop fortress that engaged in heavy armed
resistance to the initial Spanish military incursions of AD 1524
(Díaz del Castillo, 1960[1568]); Vogt (1973:102) suggests that
the location of the current town center may have been established
as part of the program of reducciones set up by the Dominicans in
about AD 1550.
To the extent that ethnohistorical information is available, it
suggests that the Jovel Valley was not a major locus of settlement
in the Late Postclassic period, particularly compared to Zincanantan, Chamula, and Gueguiztlan which are listed as cabeceras at
the time of Spanish contact. In his memoirs, Bernal Díaz del Castillo
(1960 [1568]) describes departing from Chiapa de Corzo (Chiapa de
los Indios), making camp at some salt works (Ixtapa), and stopping
brieﬂy in Zinacantan before departing to lay siege to Chamula.
After their defeat, the Spanish forces made a temporary camp next
to a river in the Jovel Valley, and then put down uprisings in three
small towns situated four leagues distant, which Castillo refers to
by the name of Gueguiztlan. It has been suggested that Gueguiztlan is, or is near, the modern town of Huixtan, located approximately 15 km to the east of the Jovel Valley (Navarrete, 1978).
Diego de Godoy (Godoy, 1946:1:466-70), who was part of the same
expedition as Díaz del Castillo, mentions that from Chamula, he left
via a road that linked up ﬁve small villages ‘‘within sight of one another; three leagues of very bad road, very little of which we could
traverse on horseback.’’ These accounts suggest that none of the
Contact period settlements in and around the Jovel Valley were
large enough to be considered either cabeceras or towns. Jovel
Valley settlements could have been incorporated into one of the
larger, more powerful political entities that emerged during the
Late Postclassic period. Alternatively, Jovel Valley settlements
could have remained politically autonomous. In either case, Jovel
Valley settlements were not recorded in detail by early Spanish
visitors to the area.
Similarly, little information is available about the Amatenango
Valley at Spanish Contact. Yerba Buena lies 20 km to the east of
the modern linguistic frontier between Tzotzil-speakers and
Tzeltal-speakers (Bryant, 1988:3; Calnek, 1988:7); thus, its modern
residents speak Tzeltal, although the language spoken by its Early
Postclassic period residents remains unknown. Neither Díaz del
Castillo nor Diego de Godoy describes the Amatenango Valley in
their records; the AD 1524 invasion led by Diego de Mazariegos
did not advance into the eastern highlands as far as the Amatenango Valley. Archaeological test excavations in the nearby modern
towns of Teopisca and Amatenango failed to encounter either Early
Colonial period or pre-Hispanic remains, suggesting that both of
these towns were created through the resettlement of nearby
native populations during later Colonial times (Culbert, 1965:19).
The excavated ceramic samples
The ceramic assemblages from Moxviquil and Huitepec used in
this study derive from the Proyecto Económico de los Altos de
Chiapas 2009 (PEACH09), which I co-directed with Roberto López
Bravo. The project conducted surface survey, mapping, shovel testing, and off-mound test excavations at both sites, targeting household midden contexts in outlying residential areas at Moxviquil
and Huitepec (Paris, 2012). Ceramics were excavated from 34 test
units (1  2 m and 2  2 m) and over 300 shovel tests
(50  50 cm), revealing nine residential structures associated with
a wide range of artifacts including ceramics, chipped stone and
ground stone tools, ﬁgurines, and faunal remains. Residential contexts were particularly targeted for test excavations because they
reﬂect a broad range of economic activities, including agricultural
and craft production, the consumption of food and other commodities, and the construction and maintenance of houses and living
spaces.
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Table 3
Tzeltal terms which may reﬂect early Colonial indigenous concepts of community
membership and collective responsibilities from the mid-sixteenth century
Copanaguastla dictionary of Fr. Domingo de Ara (Ruz, 1988:66).
Muvul lum, muculghculegh: ciudad, poblacion grande/city, large town
Tinanatic: arrabal, puerta del pueblo y la entrada/suburb, outskirts, gate and
entrance to town
Yol: cosa común/something belonging to the community
Yolixim: maíz de la comunidad/corn of the community
Xochtayol: en la comunidad/in the community
Lamalquinal, Lamal otichichan: tiempo desembarazado de tributos o trabajo
común/a time free of taxes or communal work
Patan: tributo, negocio, trabajo/tax, business, work
Patan cal: milpa de comunidad/community corn ﬁeld
Patan caloghon: hacer milpa así/to make a community corn ﬁeld
Tzoboghel: junta de muchos/reunion of many people
Tzoblegh: ayuntamiento/the town or municipal government
Tzobol copogh, Qtzobolcoptay qbatic: consultar muchos/to consult many
people

The ceramic assemblage from Yerba Buena used in this study
comes from the investigations of Douglas Bryant (1988), who conducted excavations at a large residential structure (House 1) and
its associated platform. House 1 was located on a large, level terrace lying midway up the steep slope on the northern edge of
the valley of Yerba Buena, and is just to the north of the main
civic-ceremonial group, just south of the sheer cliff face which
deﬁnes the northern periphery of the site (Bryant, 1988:13). The
structure and associated platform areas were horizontally excavated using a 2  2 m control grid, and an additional seven
1  1 m test pits were excavated throughout the associated houselot compound. The context, methodology and reporting methods
of his study make this dataset the most comparable to that of Moxviquil and Huitepec of all archaeological projects that have been
performed in highland Chiapas to date. Yerba Buena and Moxviquil
also share broad similarities in size, settlement patterns, monumental architecture inventories, and occupational histories (see
Adams, 1961; Culbert, 1965). Ceramic samples from the Jovel
Valley were directly compared with Yerba Buena type collections
by the author during project analysis in 2009 at the New World
Archaeological Foundation, ensuring consistent categorization between studies.
While other artifact classes could potentially reﬂect homogeneity and boundedness, ceramic vessel sherds were selected for this
study due to their ubiquity across excavated contexts, their association with established complexes and phases, and the range of stylistic attributes that could vary among functionally equivalent
vessels. Ceramics are particularly relevant for identifying pre-Hispanic Maya communities because ceramic vessels were used by
every household, and because clay sources are broadly distributed
across the Maya region (Aimers, 2013). Thus, while particular ceramic types or styles could be restricted in distribution through
sumptuary laws or high procurement costs (Hirth, 1998:459),
particularly long-distance imports, utilitarian ceramic vessels were
widely consumed in the Maya region by elites and commoners
alike.
The PEACH09 excavations include a total of 17,690 sherds,
including 14,478 sherds from Moxviquil and 3179 sherds from
Huitepec. These sherds were analyzed by the author using modal
analysis combined with traditional type: variety analysis; sherds
were reﬁtted where possible, and counted as a single sherd for this
study. Sherds were matched to 27 previously established type:
variety categories (Table 2), and 12 new types and/or varieties
were established based on this sample, with a remainder of 364
unclassiﬁed sherds which are likely pre-Hispanic and 168 sherds
which are likely Colonial (see Paris, 2012: Appendix F). Over 90%
of sherds from the excavated samples at both Moxviquil and
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Huitepec are Yash phase diagnostics (Table 2). An additional
1092 sherds were recovered from excavations at the Moxviquil
Monumental Center in the excavations of Frans Blom and Clarence
Weiant in 1952 and 1953 (Paris, 2012); however, due to signiﬁcant
differences in excavation methods used by Blom and Weiant compared to more recent projects, sherds from this collection have not
been included in statistical comparisons between the ceramics.
The excavations at Yerba Buena House 1 recovered a total of
3382 sherds, of which 379 were from the Early Postclassic Yash
phase (Table 2); the majority of sherds (N = 2456) were from the
Late Classic Tsah Phase, with an addition 144 sherds assigned to
transitional types that spanned both phases.
Although ceramics are by far the most commonly recovered
artifact at Jovel Valley households, ceramic production loci have
not been recovered to date at Moxviquil and Huitepec. Excavated
deposits lack common ceramic production features found at other
Mesoamerican sites, including ﬁre pits, hearths, kilns, concentrations of ash, clay quarrying, volcanic ash quarrying, crystalline calcite or travertine mining, and concentrations of waster sherds
(Bryant, 1988; Feinman et al., 1992:249; Masson, 2000:85; Stark,
1985:191, 1992:193). It is possible, of course, that these deposits
were missed due to sampling error. However, the lack of evidence
for ceramic production near any the currently excavated contexts
may support arguments made by Brian Hayden (in Lee and
Hayden, 1988:83) based on ethnoarchaeological studies in highland Chiapas that ceramic production was not made by adult
women at all households and/or settlements, but may have instead
been an activity conducted by part-time or full-time specialists.
While direct evidence of pottery production features or tool kits
is lacking for Jovel Valley households in this study, several ceramic
types are found in particularly high frequencies, suggesting that
they were locally produced. High densities or aberrant proportions
of a certain type of pottery at locales within a site may indicate
nearby pottery production in the absence of other factors not
recovered archaeologically (Costin, 1991:21; Feinman et al.,
1992:249; Stark, 1985:191, 1992:193). While few artifacts follow
a perfect ‘‘distance decay’’ model of distribution (Renfrew, 1975),
highland Chiapas utilitarian ceramics are arguably one of the more
likely artifacts to conform to this model due to the fragility of pottery vessels, the lack of navigable waterways in highland Chiapas,
and the limitations of bulk transport by tumpline over mountainous terrain.
Six Yash phase (Early Postclassic period) ceramic types were
recovered in particularly high frequencies at Jovel Valley sites
(>100 sherds; Table 4; Fig. 4). This suggests that these six types
were either made in the Jovel Valley itself, or were imported in
bulk from nearby areas. These types included Cerrillo Fine, Huitepec Red, Pinar Fine, San Gregorio Coarse, and Viejo Black (Bryant,
1988; Culbert, 1965; Paris, 2012). Despite their utilitarian forms
and minimal decoration, these vessels reﬂected a diverse range
of paste colors, slip colors, paste textures, and temper materials,
suggesting the use of a wide range of natural clay, mineral resources, and ﬁring techniques (see Paris, 2012: Appendix F).
Slipped wares included Huitepec Red, Pinar Fine, and Viejo Black
(Fig. 5). Huitepec Red is characterized by coarse light reddishbrown paste with sandy temper, and a thin, matte red slip. Viejo
Black has a ﬂakey, crazed, reduce-ﬁred black monochrome slip
which occasionally had dark red tones where a slight amount of
oxidation had occurred, and a soft, medium-ﬁne brown paste. Pinar Fine has a light orange slip, and a hard, ﬁne gray paste. Unslipped wares included San Gregorio Coarse, which had a
distinctive hard, light-red paste with chunky crystalline calcite
temper, and Cerrillo Fine, which had light-orange medium-to-ﬁne
paste with medium-to-ﬁne sand temper, and resembled a lowerquality version of Ixtapa Fine Orange (Fig. 6). Incised decoration
was not present on any of these vessels. Other forms of decoration,
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Table 4
Counts and percentages of ceramics for the six most frequent Early Postclassic period ceramic types at Moxviquil (residential), Huitepec and Yerba Buena.
Type

Huitepec

Moxviquil

Yerba Buena

Rim sherds

Total sherds

Total %

Rim sherds

Total sherds

Total %

Rim sherds

Total sherds

Total %

Cerrillo Fine
Huitepec Red
Ixtapa Fine Orange
Pinar Fine
San Gregorio Coarse
Viejo Black

0
51
3
7
12
4

5
1014
38
517
1188
150

0.17
34.82
1.30
17.75
40.80
5.15

10
65
44
76
64
20

311
1495
532
5784
4943
82

2.37
11.37
4.05
43.99
37.60
0.62

39
0

343
6

98.28
1.72

Total

77

2912

100.00

279

13,147

100.00

39

349

100.00

Fig. 4. Early Postclassic period representative ceramic forms from Moxviquil and
Huitepec, including: Cerrillo Fine, Huitepec Red, Pinar Fine, San Gregorio Coarse,
Ixtapa Fine, and Viejo Black.

including painting, gouging and appliqué were almost entirely
absent.
Another common ceramic type in Jovel Valley assemblages is
Ixtapa Fine Orange (Culbert, 1965; McVicker, 1969; Paris, 2012);
according to McVicker, this type was produced in the nearby Ixtapa
Valley and exported at a large scale to Jovel Valley sites, as well as
other areas of highland Chiapas. Ixtapa Fine is an imitation of
Balancan Fine Orange ware from the Gulf Coast, and vessels often
use the Provincia Plano-relief type motifs of a white chalky slip
and incised geometric motifs. Ixtapa Fine Orange vessels were
found in excavated contexts throughout the Jovel Valley at both
Moxviquil and Huitepec (Fig. 6).
Several other ceramic types were recovered in small quantities
(less than 1% of the sample), suggesting that they are non-local,
and were imported in small quantities from other, more distant regions through long-distance trade networks. As such, they were
not used in the statistical analysis below; as rare products, they
likely reﬂect periodic interaction with long-distance merchants,
rather than sustained interaction between community members.
Many of these other Postclassic period types match the characteristics of types associated with nearby regions to the east, including
Huistán Hard vessels imported from the Tzeltal-speaking portions
of highland Chiapas (Culbert, 1965), Bashoc Ridged vessels and Tol
Polychrome vessels from the Upper Grijalva River Valley (Bryant
et al., 2005), Thin Gray Ware, and actual Provincia Plano-relief
vessels which may have been imported from the Yaxchilan area
(Ronald Bishop, personal communication, 2009).
In contrast to Jovel Valley sites, Bryant (1988:76) recovered evidence for ceramic at Yerba Buena House 1. Excavations of House 1
living surfaces recovered clay balls, crystalline calcite, iron oxide,
and smooth quartz polishing stones. The clay appeared to be reﬁned and unmixed with other soils, and excavators hypothesized

that it was lost or thrown away during the production process. Bryant suggests that the crystalline calcite was to be used for temper,
and that the iron oxide was to be used as pigment for pottery decoration. He also suggests that the smooth quartz stones were used
for smoothing and polishing ceramics, and notes that modern potters in nearby Amatenango del Valle use similar stones for smoothing and polishing vessels prior to ﬁring. Unfortunately, no ﬁring
hearths, kilns or wasters were recovered in excavated contexts at
House 1; ﬁring activities were likely spatially removed from the
residential structure for safety reasons. While it is not known what
type(s) of pottery may have been produced at Yerba Buena House
1, only one Early Postclassic period ceramic type, San Gregorio
Coarse, is characterized by crystalline calcite temper; the Unspeciﬁed Variety has similar paste and temper composition, with the
addition of a matte red exterior slip. In contrast, the Late Classic
period types found at Yerba Buena have volcanic ash temper. Furthermore, San Gregorio Coarse is the only Early Postclassic period
diagnostic type found at House 1, raising the possibility that
household members internalized pottery production and consumption during this period.
To examine variability between Early Postclassic period ceramic
assemblages, I statistically compared ceramic sherds from the six
most common ceramic types at Moxviquil and Huitepec, to Early
Postclassic period types from Yerba Buena (Table 4), as reported
in Bryant (1988). Early Postclassic types from Yerba Buena include
San Gregorio Coarse and Viejo Black (reported in Bryant, 1988:50
as Undesignated Brown-slipped B; its identiﬁcation as Viejo Black
was visually conﬁrmed by the author using the type collections
at the New World Archaeological Foundation). These six ceramic
types exhibit signiﬁcant variation in various aspects of form,
including the shape of the body, base, neck, rim and lip, slip and
plastic decoration. With the goal of analyzing this stylistic variation, vessels of all types were categorized into both simple and
complex vessel forms (Table 5). ‘‘Simple’’ ceramic form categories
were broadly constructed, and included (1) Bowl/dish, (2) Jar, (3)
Ladle censer, (4) Long-necked jar, (5) Possum efﬁgy jar, (6) Shortnecked jar, (7) Tecomate, and (8) Tripod vessel; unidentiﬁed ‘‘Vessel’’ sherds were excluded from statistical comparisons. In this categorization, ‘‘Jars’’ were those vessels in which the breakage
patterns made it impossible to determine whether the jar had a
long or a short neck. In contrast, ‘‘complex’’ vessel forms accounted
for greater variation in vessel form; for example, differentiating
between ‘‘ﬂat base bowls’’ and ‘‘ﬂat base dishes’’ or ‘‘outcurving
long-necked jars’’ and ‘‘outleaning long-necked jars.’’ Thus, simple
vessel forms examine differences between general sets of activities
and vessel functions (serving/eating, storage/cooking, and specialpurpose activities), while complex vessel forms account for stylistic differences between potentially functionally equivalent vessels.
Vessels were also analyzed according to rim–lip combinations, in
which each unique combination of rim form and lip form was
counted as a single category (Table 6). Rim–lip combinations are
considered to be a purely decorative attribute of ceramic vessels,
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Fig. 5. Early Postclassic slipped domestic pottery from Moxviquil and Huitepec: Huitepec Red, Pinar Fine and Viejo Black.

since they generally have little effect on vessel function. Together,
stylistic variation in ceramic types, simple vessel forms, complex
vessel forms, and rim–lip combinations reﬂects differences in decision-making patterns within and between social units about what
types of vessels are desirable and necessary, and the range and
types of activities reﬂected in ceramic vessel assemblages.
Comparing homogeneity and boundedness in highland Chiapas
ceramics
The degree of similarity between site-based assemblages was
assessed by calculating Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients and accompanying sampling error assessment (pBR values) using a bootstrap
randomization method (Peeples, 2011). The bootstrap randomization procedure was run 10,000 times; pBR < 0.2 was chosen as the
critical value after examining the structure of the data. The degree
of boundedness was assessed by calculating Cramér’s V from
chi-squared values, and using the p value from the chi-squared
analysis to assess statistical signiﬁcance. The results suggest that
with respect to nearly all ceramic attributes (sherd counts, rim
sherd counts, simple vessel forms, complex vessel forms, and
rim–lip combinations), the samples can be considered statistically
independent of each other (pv2 < 0.05; pBR < 0.2; Table 7). The one
exception is the association between simple vessel forms between

Moxviquil and Huitepec, in which the sites show an extremely high
degree of similarity (BR = 184) and an extremely low degree of
porosity (Cramér’s V = 0.1608), but the difference between site
and simple vessel forms does not suggest statistical independence
(pv2 = 0.2004; pBR = 0.8968), suggesting that perceived differences
between them may be due to sampling error (Table 7). However,
because the same ceramic samples are statistically signiﬁcant
across other attributes, I argue that the lack of statistical measures
is actually a reﬂection of the extremely high degree of similarity
and porosity between them sites regarding their residents’
patterns of use for simple vessel forms.
An examination of the total ceramic sample suggests a broad
pattern of greatest homogeneity and least boundedness between
Moxviquil and Huitepec, relative to Yerba Buena (Table 7; Fig. 7).
Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients comparing Moxviquil and Huitepec across all six ceramic types (the total sample) were all above
100 for all attributes, reﬂecting similarity, while Cramér’s V values were all below 0.5, suggesting low boundedness. As discussed
above, simple vessel forms had the highest degree of similarity
(BR = 184) and the highest boundedness (Cramér’s V = 0.1608;
Table 7). Rim–lip combinations and relative proportions of ceramic types (assessed using all sherds) were moderately similar
(BR = 142 and 138, respectively), while complex vessel forms
and relative proportions of ceramic types (assessed using only
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Fig. 6. Early Postclassic unslipped domestic pottery from Moxviquil and Huitepec: San Gregorio Coarse, Cerrillo Fine, and Ixtapa Fine Orange.

rim sherds) were weakly similar (BR = 115 and 114, respectively;
Table 7). All of these attributes has a low to intermediate degree
of boundedness (Cramér’s V = 0.3307–0.4998) where complex
vessel forms were the most bounded attribute. Overall, ceramic
attributes between Moxviquil and Huitepec are statistically differentiated, but still broadly similar. The low degree of boundedness
suggests a signiﬁcant amount of cross-valley interaction, yet with
statistically signiﬁcant distinctions between the tastes and consumption patterns of ceramic vessels on either site of the Jovel
Valley.
In contrast, comparisons between ceramic assemblages at
Moxviquil and Yerba Buena, and between Huitepec and Yerba
Buena, show less similarity than ceramic assemblages between
Moxviquil and Huitepec. There was only one exception to this pattern, observed for rim–lip combinations between Moxviquil and
Yerba Buena (BR = 103); for all other pairwise comparisons, all
coefﬁcients were below 100, suggesting dissimilarity between
these sites (Table 7). The pBR values for these coefﬁcients were all
below 0.2, suggesting that the dissimilarities between these sites
are statistically signiﬁcant, and are not due to chance or sampling
error. An examination of Cramér’s V values and Brainerd–Robinson
coefﬁcients suggests that for every measure, differences are less
pronounced between Moxviquil and Yerba Buena, than between
Huitepec and Yerba Buena; I speculate that the discrepancy may
be that residences at Moxviquil and Yerba Buena were relatively
spatially proximate to their respective monumental zones,
whereas the residences at Huitepec were not associated with monumental architecture; this topic requires further study. While
some ceramic stylistic attributes are strongly associated with one
valley or the other, the overall pattern between the two valleys
is one of intermittent and weak interaction, rather than strong stylistic boundedness and mutual exclusivity. Overall, consumption
patterns were highly different, but only weakly bounded, between
the Jovel Valley and Amatenango Valley.

The heterogeneity and porosity between the ceramic assemblages suggests signiﬁcant differences in tastes, lifeways and consumption patterns between sites connected by exchange
relationships of varying strengths. While the six most common
ceramic types were recovered from both Moxviquil and Huitepec,
they formed different proportions of the assemblages at each site;
thus, while households at both sites had access to all six types, the
two sites favored different types to different degrees (All sherds:
BR = 138; All rims: BR = 114; Table 7). A look at the data set suggests that Huitepec had greater proportions of Huitepec Red and
Viejo Black, while Moxviquil favored ceramic types such as Ixtapa
Fine Orange, Pinar Fine, and San Gregorio Coarse. Cerrillo Fine
formed a small proportion of the assemblages at both sites
(Table 4). This is suggestive of differences in tastes and consumption patterns, rather than the use of ceramic types as symbolic
boundary markers between the two sites. Similarly, the Yerba Buena assemblage contained San Gregorio Coarse in large quantities,
and small quantities of Viejo Black; unsurprisingly, Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients suggest a low degree of similarity between Yerba
Buena and both Jovel Valley sites (30 < BR < 90; Table 7). However,
the exchange or emulation of two pottery types between valleys is
suggestive of separate communities with a low degree of interaction, rather than of social or economic barriers between the two
valleys.
The relationship between Moxviquil and Huitepec is further
illuminated by the different vessel forms found at the two sites.
Simple vessel forms were most similar between Moxviquil and
Huitepec (BR = 184), while complex vessel forms (BR = 115) and
rim–lip combinations (BR = 142) were somewhat less similar
(Table 7). An examination of the raw data (Table 5) indicates that
while both sites have high proportions of bowls and dishes, different forms were more popular at each site. For example, Huitepec
residents favored outcurving bowls, while Moxviquil residents
favored outﬂaring dishes. In some cases, forms that were present
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Table 5
Counts of simple and complex ceramic vessel forms for the six most frequent Early Postclassic period ceramic types at Moxviquil (residential), Huitepec and Yerba Buena.
Huitepec
(6 types)
Vessel form

Moxviquil
(6 types)

#

% of site total

1

0.95

Yerba Buena
(San Gregorio Coarse only)

#

% of site total

1

0.31

1
1
9
22

0.31
0.31
2.80
6.85

1
2
2
47

0.31
0.62
0.62
14.64

1

0.31

8
46
1
1

2.49
14.33
0.31
0.31

3
1
5
2

0.93
0.31
1.56
0.62

0.95
0.95
43.81

154

8
4
12

7.62
3.81
11.43

1
1

Bowl/dish
Annular base bowl
Composite silhouette bowl
Cylindrical vase
Flat base bowl
Flat base dish
Incurving bowl
Incurving bowl/basin
Incurving short-necked jar
Inﬂaring bowl
Inleaning bowl
Outcurving bowl
Outcurving bowl/basin
Outcurving dish
Outﬂaring bowl/dish
Outﬂaring bowl
Outﬂaring dish
Outﬂaring ﬂat base bowl
Outﬂaring ﬂat base dish
Outﬂaring small dish
Outleaning bowl
Outleaning bowl/basin
Outleaning dish
Outleaning dish/bowl
Outleaning small dish
Z-Angle base dish
Bowl/dish subtotal

1
1
46

Jar
Outcurving jar
Outﬂaring jar
Outleaning jar
Jar subtotal
Ladle censer
Possible ladle censer
Ladle censer subtotal

10
3

23
2

#

% of site total

5
1

12.82
2.56

47.98

6

15.38

11
32
2
45

3.43
9.97
0.62
14.02

0

0.00

0.95
0.95

0

0.00

0

0.00

4.98
0.31
5.30

0

0.00

0

0.00

9.52
2.86

21.90
1.90

4

3.81

1

0.95

Long-necked jar
Outﬂaring long-necked jar
Outleaning long-necked jar
Long-necked jar subtotal

0

0.00

16
1
17

Possum efﬁgy jar
Possum vessel
Possum efﬁgy jar subtotal

0

0.00

1
1

0.31
0.31

Short-necked jar
Incurving short-necked jar
Inﬂaring jar
Outcurving short-necked jar
Outﬂaring short-necked jar
Outleaning short-necked jar
Short-necked jar subtotal

1

0.31

1
3
13
2
19

0.95
2.86
12.38
1.90
18.10

7
60
4
72

2.18
18.69
1.25
22.43

33

84.62

33

84.62

Tecomate
Tecomate
Tecomate subtotal

1
1

0.95
0.95

2
2

0.62
0.62

0

0.00

1
3
1
2
1
8

0.31
0.93
0.31
0.62
0.31
2.49

0

0.00

10
12

3.12
3.74

22
321

6.85
100.00

0
39

0.00
100.00

Tripod vessel
Conical tripod foot vessel
Hollow tripod foot vessel
Nubbin foot tripod dish
Nubbin foot tripod vessel
Tripod foot vessel
Tripod vessel subtotal
Vessel
Annular base vessel
Flat base vessel
Unknown
Vessel subtotal
Grand total

1

0.95

1

0.95

19
5
1
25
105

18.10
4.76
0.95
23.81
100.00
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Table 6
Counts of rim and lip combinations for the six most frequent Early Postclassic period
ceramic types at Moxviquil (residential), Huitepec and Yerba Buena.

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct

exterior beveled
exterior rolled
exterior thickened
interior beveled
interior beveled grooved
interior grooved
interior tapered
interior thickened
interior thickened tapered
round
square
tapered
tapered exterior grooved
thickened
rim subtotal

Everted
Everted
Everted
Everted
Everted
Everted
Everted

exterior beveled
exterior tapered
interior beveled
interior tapered
round
tapered
rim subtotal

Inverted
Inverted
Inverted
Inverted

interior beveled
interior thickened
round
rim subtotal

N/A
Grand total

Huitepec
6
1
1
2

1
11
43
1
1
67
1
1
7
9

Moxviquil
40
3
1
16
2
11
9
2
118
1
10
1
214
8
1
9
8
24
13
63

Yerba Buena

Cramér’s V

Rim/lip form

1

13
1

1.0000
0.9000
0.8000
0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000
0.1000
0.0000

Moxviquil-Huitepec
Huitepec-Yerba Buena
Moxviquil-Yerba Buena

0

50

17
6

0

1
1
2

0

28
105

42
321

39

150

200

Fig. 7. Bivariate plot of Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients (homogeneity) and Cramér’s
V (boundedness) for pairwise site comparisons of Moxviquil, Huitepec and Yerba
Buena, of all ceramic attributes in the total ceramic sample.

1
39

1
1

100

B-R coeﬃcient

at Huitepec were absent from Moxviquil; the converse was also
true. Long-necked jars, possum efﬁgy jars, and tripod vessels were
present at Moxviquil, but were absent or nearly absent from
Huitepec. In contrast, ladle censers were absent from the

Moxviquil sample. Long-necked jars may have been used for transporting or storing liquids, seeds or grain, while tripod vessels may
have been used as serving dishes, and ladle censers had ritual functions. By comparison, simple vessel forms, complex vessel forms
and rim–lip combinations were dissimilar between the Jovel Valley
sites and Yerba Buena (BR < 100, with the exception of rim–lip
combinations between Moxviquil and Yerba Buena for which
BR = 103; Table 7). This dissimilarity can be attributed to the extremely high representation of outﬂaring short-necked jars at Yerba
Buena to the near-exception of other forms.
An analysis of stylistic attributes within speciﬁc ceramic types
reveals strong similarities between Moxviquil and Huitepec. Due
to sample size constraints, comparisons were limited to the three
ceramic types with a sufﬁcient number of rim sherds to perform
statistical analysis on samples from both Moxviquil and Huitepec:
Huitepec Red, Pinar Fine, and San Gregorio (Table 4). Overall, Pinar
Fine ceramics at Moxviquil and Huitepec reﬂected a lower degree

Table 7
Sample-sample comparisons between Moxviquil, Huitepec and Yerba Buena: Chi-squared values (with associated p values), Cramér’s V indices, and Brainerd–Robinson
coefﬁcients (with associated p values).

Total sample ceramic types (all sherds)
Total sample ceramic types (rims only)
Total sample simple vessel forms
Total sample complex vessel forms
Total sample rim–lip forms
Total sample ceramic types (all sherds)
Total sample ceramic types (rims only)
Total sample simple vessel forms
Total sample complex vessel forms
Total sample rim–lip forms
Total sample ceramic types (all sherds)
Total sample ceramic types (rims only)
Total sample simple vessel forms
Total sample complex vessel forms
Total sample rim–lip forms
Huitepec Red simple vessel forms
Huitepec Red complex vessel forms
Huitepec Red rim–lip forms
Pinar Fine simple vessel forms
Pinar Fine complex vessel forms
Pinar Fine rim–lip forms
San Gregorio Coarse simple vessel forms
San Gregorio Coarse complex vessel forms
San Gregorio Coarse rim–lip forms
San Gregorio Coarse simple vessel forms
San Gregorio Coarse complex vessel forms
San Gregorio Coarse rim–lip forms
San Gregorio Coarse simple vessel forms
San Gregorio Coarse complex vessel forms
San Gregorio Coarse rim–lip forms

Sample–sample comparison

v2

pv2

Cramér’s V

BR coefﬁcient

pBR

Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil
Moxviquil

415.6648
74.8816
40.1823
95.9810
49.8007
415.665
53.7501
9.7957
106.1545
38.9406
541.5007
92.7873
59.7273
130.3949
91.5660
5.6359
33.6442
15.8926
6.3769
23.8595
4.4755
8.3479
11.6992
32.1965
0.8141
6.3309
19.2655
9.3394
18.5041
50.867

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.2004
<0.0001
0.0100
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.4652
0.1157
0.4605
0.1727
0.2486
0.8774
0.0154
0.0197
<0.0001
0.8461
0.3872
0.0135
0.0251
0.0099
<0.0001

0.3570
0.8034
0.5811
0.8193
0.6552
0.3570
0.3886
0.1608
0.4998
0.3307
0.2003
0.5402
0.4204
0.6018
0.5366
0.2167
0.5188
0.3701
0.2647
0.4744
0.2308
0.4046
0.4790
0.7945
0.1035
0.2886
0.5035
0.3011
0.4239
0.7027

85
31
78
25
98
138
114
184
115
142
76
46
79
42
103
178
124
153
121
102
148
167
150
55
188
178
128
169
156
58

0
0
<0.0001
0
0
0
0.1018
0.8968
0
0.0012
0
0
<0.0001
0
0
0.5908
0.8315
0.8526
0.1224
0.9505
0.9955
0.6736
0.8628
0.0007
0.8735
0.9766
0.5670
0.1223
0.7589
0

Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Huitepec
Huitepec
Huitepec
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena
Yerba Buena

95

1.0000
0.9000
0.8000
0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000
0.1000
0.0000

Huitepec Red
Pinar Fine
San Gregorio Coarse

0

50

100

150

Cramér’s V

Cramér’s V
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1.0000
0.9000
0.8000
0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000
0.1000
0.0000

Moxviquil-Yerba Buena

50

100

150

200

B-R coeﬃcient

B-R coeﬃcient

of homogeneity across vessel attributes than Huitepec Red and San
Gregorio Coarse vessels, and an approximately equivalent (and
low) degree of boundedness (Table 7; Fig. 8). Brainerd–Robinson
coefﬁcients comparing Huitepec Red ceramic vessels at Moxviquil
and Huitepec were all above 100 for simple forms, complex forms,
and rim–lip combinations; Cramér’s V values range from 0.2167 to
0.5188, suggesting low to intermediate levels of boundedness. The
pv2 values were not statistically signiﬁcant, suggesting the vessels
could have potentially come from the same ‘‘population.’’ By comparison, Pinar Fine ceramic vessels at Moxviquil and Huitepec were
all less similar across each measure than Huitepec Red vessels
(BR > 100). As for Huitepec Red vessels, Cramér’s V values for Pinar
Fine vessels at Moxviquil and Huitepec suggest low to intermediate levels of boundedness (Cramér’s V = 0.2308–0.4744). Again,
pv2 values were not statistically signiﬁcant, suggesting the vessels
could have potentially come from the same ‘‘population.’’ Notably,
for both Huitepec Red and Pinar Fine, complex vessel forms
showed the least similarity and highest boundedness, suggesting
that residents at Moxviquil and Huitepec may have had differences
in lifeways or activity sets; these reﬂect the differences in complex
vessels forms observed in the total samples as discussed above.
However, the overall picture is one of numerous stylistic similarities and a high degree of porosity between the two sides of the
valley among ceramics of the same type: variety classiﬁcation.
Such ﬁndings would not preclude the possibility that ceramic vessels were frequently exchanged across the valley, or purchased
through a common marketplace.
An examination of San Gregorio Coarse vessels from all three
sites showed particularly high degree of similarities within speciﬁc
ceramic types. San Gregorio Coarse vessels at Moxviquil and Huitepec showed the most homogeneity and least boundedness
between overall assemblages, while comparisons with the Yerba
Buena assemblage reﬂected relatively higher degrees of boundedness and lower degrees of homogeneity (Table 7; Fig. 9). Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients comparing San Gregorio Coarse vessels
showed particularly high degrees of similarity across both simple
and complex vessel forms (BR > 150 for all inter-site comparisons).
Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients were extremely high between
Moxviquil and Huitepec (BR = 188 for simple vessel forms;
BR = 178 for complex vessel forms), although they were also high
for Huitepec–Yerba Buena and Moxviquil–Yerba Buena
(150 < BR < 170). Notably, Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients were
substantially lower for rim–lip combinations than for vessel forms
across all three inter-site comparisons (BR = 128 for Moxviquil–
Huitepec; BR = 55 for Huitepec–Yerba Buena and 58 for Moxviquil–Yerba Buena). Rim–lip combinations are also more highly
bounded at all three sites than vessel forms, and are most highly
bounded between Jovel Valley sites and Yerba Buena (Cramér’s

Huitepec-Yerba Buena

0

200

Fig. 8. Bivariate plot of Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients (homogeneity) and Cramér’s
V (boundedness) for pairwise site comparisons between Moxviquil and Huitepec
assemblages for individual ceramic types: Huitepec Red, Pinar Fine, and San
Gregorio Coarse.

Moxviquil-Huitepec

Fig. 9. Bivariate plot of Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients (homogeneity) and Cramér’s
V (boundedness) for pairwise site comparisons of Moxviquil, Huitepec and Yerba
Buena, of San Gregorio Coarse ceramic attributes.

V = 0.5035 for Moxviquil–Huitepec; Cramér’s V = 0.7945 for Huitepec–Yerba Buena and 0.7027 for Moxviquil–Yerba Buena). In the
case of Moxviquil–Huitepec, pv2 values for both simple and complex vessel forms were over 0.05; this could suggest that they
are potentially part of the same ‘‘population.’’ All other pv2 values
were under 0.05, suggesting that the Cramér’s V values compare
different ‘‘populations.’’ Although all three sites used highly similar
San Gregorio Coarse vessel forms, rim–lip styles on Yerba Buena
vessels were signiﬁcantly different from those on Jovel Valley vessels, and relatively few styles were shared between valleys. This
may point to at least two separate production sites for this type,
with at least one in the Jovel Valley, and one at Yerba Buena (likely
at House 1 itself; see discussion above). Alternatively, a single San
Gregorio Coarse production site could have exported these vessels
to both valleys in bulk, with consumers expressing signiﬁcantly
different rim–lip stylistic preferences, although this scenario seems
less likely due to the distance between the two valleys.
Overall, the Brainerd–Robinson coefﬁcients suggest stronger
similarities among Jovel Valley sites than between either of the
Jovel Valley sites and Yerba Buena. While such evidence that geographical proximity is reﬂected in ceramic assemblage similarity is
not entirely surprising, it does suggest patterned intra-valley interaction between Moxviquil and Huitepec that cannot be reduced to
the vagaries of sampling. However, signiﬁcant differences also
exist between Moxviquil and Huitepec assemblages, particularly
stylistic preferences in rim–lip combinations both for San Gregorio
Coarse vessels and for the sample overall. While inter-valley differences were most strongly reﬂected in the range of Early Postclassic
period ceramic types present in the overall sample, San Gregorio
Coarse ceramics showed high degrees of inter-valley similarity
regarding both simple and complex vessel forms. San Gregorio
Coarse vessels also show high degrees of heterogeneity and boundedness in terms of rim–lip combinations, suggesting that rim–lip
attributes reﬂect site-speciﬁc consumption patterns and consumer
tastes.

Discussion
The statistical analysis of utilitarian ceramics provides an
empirical window into the degree and nature of interaction
between Moxviquil and Huitepec, on opposite sides of the Jovel
Valley, and Yerba Buena, near the Amatenango Valley to the southeast. The attributes of utilitarian ceramics vessels reﬂect patterns
of stylistic homogeneity and boundedness between the sites. As
such, they reﬂect the degree to which these settlements can be
considered part of a single community, or the degree to which geographic features separating these settlements also served as social
boundaries between distinct communities. Geographical proximity
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is no guarantee of an amicable relationship; for example, Zinacantan and Chamula are described in ethnohistorical records as having
an antagonistic relationship in the Late Postclassic period despite
being neighboring polities (Díaz del Castillo, 1960 [1568]:575576; Godoy, 1946 [1858]:467). However, the seemingly defensive
hilltop settlement locations of Moxviquil and Huitepec contrasts
with the lack of boundedness observed in the ceramic data, which
suggests that although the ceramic assemblages are statistically
different from each other, they show a high degree of homogeneity
and porosity, particularly within individual ceramic types. This
pattern suggests regular and frequent interaction between the
two sides of the valley as reﬂected in broadly similar tastes and
consumption patterns. Moxviquil and Huitepec were statistically
independent across most ceramic attributes, with differences in
the proportions of ceramic types, vessel forms and rim–lip styles
represented at each site; however, complex vessel forms and
rim–lip combinations reﬂect a lower degree of homogeneity than
simple vessel forms. Thus, broadly construed activity sets at the
two sites were similar, but tastes between the two sites differed
slightly in terms of particular vessel forms and rim–lip styles. This
pattern suggests nested degrees of community, such as might result from the relationship between a Colonial period cabecera and
a subject pueblo. However, the evidence strongly suggests that residents of Moxviquil and Huitepec were connected by strong social
and economic ties and frequent interaction, and can be considered
to be nodes within a single community that spanned both sides of
the valley.
Since we have no current evidence that any of the sampled Jovel
Valley households produced their own ceramics, these sites may
have been supplied by local potters, working as either part-time
or seasonal specialists (e.g. Deal, 1998; see also Costin, 1991).
The patterns of high homogeneity and low boundedness suggests
regular cross-valley exchange of vessel and/or emulation of vessel
styles, and are consistent with residents of both sites obtaining
vessels of multiple ceramic types from common sources, such as
specialized household producers or a local marketplace, while
making slightly different purchasing decisions. Local potters could
have conceivably distributed their vessels through a variety of
short-range exchange mechanisms: as vendors in local markets,
by peddling vessels to nearby sites, by vending vessels out of their
own houselots, or through an intermediary such as a local merchant (Hirth, 1998). Irrespective of the distribution mechanisms
employed, all six Early Postclassic period types were found on both
sides of the Jovel Valley. This suggests that they were all widely
available to all Jovel Valley residents, while proportional differences in their consumption likely reﬂect variation in consumer
tastes.
The ceramics also reﬂect the nature of the relationship between
sites in the Jovel Valley with the more distant Yerba Buena. Only
two Early Postclassic period types were shared between Jovel Valley sites and Yerba Buena: San Gregorio Coarse, and Viejo Black; of
the two, only San Gregorio Coarse was found in signiﬁcant quantities. These differences in ceramic types suggest not only differences in taste, but differences in availability. The lack of
boundedness in ceramic types, characterized in particular by the
high proportions of San Gregorio Coarse vessels in both valleys,
is suggestive of periodic, yet infrequent interaction between the
two valleys, and a lack of political barriers and overt conﬂict. The
fact that San Gregorio Coarse vessels in both areas reﬂect highly
similar and non-bounded vessel forms, but highly different and
bounded rim–lip styles, raise the possibility that the vessel styles
were emulated by different potters in different valleys, as originally suggested by Culbert (1965). Similarities in paste color, texture, temper, and vessel forms between the two valleys
minimally suggests that general stylistic cannons and production
technologies for this type were shared between highland sites. In

contrast, the low quantities of Viejo Black at Yerba Buena suggest
that it may have been imported from the Jovel Valley area, rather
than locally produced. Periodic markets, traveling merchants,
shared religious festivals, ballgames, or political alliance-building
voyages could all provide the context for interaction between residents of the two valleys, where the emulation of ceramic styles
and/or the exchange of small quantities of vessels could have taken
place (e.g. Freidel, 1981; Hirth, 1998).
Conclusions
Irrespective of their political afﬁliations or conceptions of identity, the ceramic attribute data at Moxviquil and Huitepec indicates
a high degree of interaction between the two sites on opposite
sides of the valley, and that they were functionally part of a common social network or community. Ceramic attributes also indicate a lower degree of interaction between Yerba Buena and
Jovel Valley sites, such that they represented separate communities with some weak social and/or economic ties to the Jovel Valley.
Despite the remote and defensible hilltop locations of all three
sites, it would appear that distance, rather than local geological
barriers, served as the principal obstacle to interaction between
these highland areas. Instead of serving as a barrier to interaction,
the Jovel Valley may have served as a mediating space for residents
of each site to interact, trade, and develop common ideals about
which ceramic types, forms and styles were necessary and desirable for daily life.
Similarities among ceramics of the same type within the Jovel
Valley suggest that their residents generally consumed similar vessels in similar ways. Residents may have exchanged vessels across
the valley, or purchased them from a common marketplace. As
such, Jovel Valley residents did not use utilitarian ceramic styles
in an iconological way to distinguish themselves from each other,
or from residents at Yerba Buena; instead, differences between site
assemblages likely reﬂect variation in household needs, tastes,
wealth, market access, and the patterned routines of household
activities.
Homogeneity, boundedness, and territoriality represent different components of interaction that can be used to identify ancient
social units such as communities. As Bourdieu (1977), reminds us,
the patterns in individual practice create and recreate social networks such as communities, which shape and are shaped by the
interactions between their members. Homogeneity and boundedness are created by patterned ‘‘acts of doing’’ (Hodder, 1990) which
are necessarily ‘‘acts of distinction’’ (Bourdieu, 1984), and exist in
repetition or contrast to other events. In the case of communities,
these patterned ‘‘acts of doing’’ create and sustain cohesive action
among their members. In Early Postclassic period highland
Chiapas, these ‘‘acts of doing’’ included the production, exchange,
consumption and/or emulation of particular ceramic stylistic attributes, such that settlements in the Jovel Valley had consumption
patterns that are statistically distinguishable from each other,
and from their counterparts at Yerba Buena. By tracing socioeconomic interactions, we can gain insight into the complex web of
spatial and social boundaries that deﬁned ancient communities.
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